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Report abstract 
 

The report presents an approach for simulating primary static recrystallization which 
is based on coupling a viscoplastic crystal plasticity finite element model with a 
probabilistic kinetic cellular automaton. The crystal plasticity finite element model 
accounts for crystallographic slip and for the rotation of the crystal lattice during 
plastic deformation. The model uses space and time as independent variables and the 
crystal orientation and the accumulated slip as dependent variables. The ambiguity in 
the selection of the active slip systems is avoided by using a viscoplastic formulation 
which assumes that the slip rate on a slip system is related to the resolved shear stress 
through a power−law relation. The equations are cast in an updated Lagrangian 
framework. The model has been implemented as a user subroutine in the commercial 
finite element code Abaqus. The cellular automaton uses a switching rule which is 
formulated as a probabilistic analogue of the linearized symmetric Turnbull kinetic 
equation for the motion of sharp grain boundaries. The actual decision about a 
switching event is made using a Monte Carlo step. The automaton uses space and 
time as independent variables and the crystal orientation and a stored energy measure 
as dependent variables. The kinetics produced by the switching algorithm are scaled 
through the mesh size, the grain boundary mobility, and the driving force data. 
Coupling of the two models is realized by: translating the state variables used in the 
finite element plasticity model into state variables used in the cellular automaton; 
mapping the finite element integration point locations on the quadratic cellular 
automaton mesh; using the resulting cell size, maximum driving force and maximum 
grain boundary mobility occuring in the region for determining the length scale, time 
step, and local switching probabilities in the automaton; and identifying an 
appropriate nucleation criterion. The coupling method is applied to the simulation of 
texture and microstructure evolution in a heterogeneously deformed high purity 
aluminum polycrystal during static primary recrystallization considering local grain 
boundary mobilities and driving forces.  
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1 Reason for coupling different simulation methods 
 

Time and space discretized simulation approaches such as the crystal plasticity finite element 

method or cellular automata are increasingly gaining momentum as powerful tools for predicting 

microstructures and textures. The major advantage of such discrete methods is that they consider 

material heterogeneity as opposed to classical statistical approaches which are based on the 

assumption of material homogeneity.  

 

Although the average behavior of materials during deformation and heat treatment can sometimes 

be sufficiently well described without considering local effects, prominent examples exist where 

substantial progress in understanding and tailoring material response can only be attained by taking 

material heterogeneity into account. For instance in the field of plasticity the quantitative 

investigation of ridging and roping or related surface defects observed in sheet metals requires 

knowledge about local effects such as the grain topology or the form and location of second phases. 

In the field of heat treatment, the origin of the Goss texture in transformer steels, the incipient 

stages of cube texture formation during primary recrystallization of aluminum, the reduction of the 

grain size in microalloyed low−carbon steel sheets, and the development of strong { } uvw111  

textures in steels can hardly be predicted without incorporating local effects such as the orientation 

and location of recrystallization nuclei and the character and properties of the grain boundaries 

surrounding them. 

 

Although spatially discrete microstructure simulations have already profoundly enhanced our 

understanding of microstructure and texture evolution over the last decade, their potential is 

sometimes simply limited by an insufficient knowledge about the external boundary conditions 

which characterize the process and an insufficient knowledge about the internal starting conditions 

which are, to a large extent, inherited from the preceding process step. It is thus an important goal to 

improve the incorporation of both types of information into such simulations. External boundary 

conditions prescribed by real industrial processes are often spatially non−homogeneous. They can 

be investigated using experiments or process simulations which consider spatial resolution. Spatial 

heterogeneities in the internal starting conditions, i.e. in the microstructure and texture, can be 

obtained from experiments or microstructure simulations which include spatial resolution. 
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In this report we use the results obtained from a crystal plasticity finite element simulation as 

starting conditions for a discrete recrystallization simulation carried out with a probabilistic cellular 

automaton. The coupling between both methods consists of: extracting and translating the state 

variables of the finite element plasticity model (texture and accumulated shear) into state variables 

of the cellular automaton model (texture and dislocation density); mapping these data on the cellular 

automaton grid; scaling the cellular automaton mesh in terms of the derived cell size, maximum 

occurring driving force and grain boundary mobility; and in establishing an adequate nucleation 

criterion which makes use of these data.  

 

The structure of this report is as follows: We will separately present the basic features of both 

simulation methods in chapters 2 and 3, explain the coupling method in chapter 4, and present the 

results of the recrystallization simulations in chapter 5. 

 

 

 

2 The crystal plasticity finite element model 
2.1 Crystal constitutive model 
The deformation behavior of the grains is determined by a crystal plasticity model which accounts 

for plastic deformation by crystallographic slip and for the rotation of the crystal lattice during 

deformation. Consequently, the model uses space and time as independent variables and the crystal 

orientation and the accumulated slip as dependent or state variables1. The crystal kinematics follow 

those described by Asaro (1983), and the rate−dependent formulation follows that developed by 

Peirce et al. (1983). Here, however, the equations are cast in an updated Lagrangian framework 

rather than the total Lagrangian. The model has been implemented (Smelser and Becker 1989) as a 

user subroutine in the commercial finite element code Abaqus and has been used in several studies 

to simulate deformation in grains and single crystals (Becker et al. 1991, 1995). 

 

In the crystal model, the velocity gradient, L, is decomposed additively into elastic and plastic parts 

(1)pLLL * +=  

 

                                                 
1 The accumulated slip can be regarded as a state variable since it is used for the calculation of the slip system resistance 
to shear. 
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Each of these can be further decomposed into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts representing, 

respectively, the rate of deformation tensor, D, and the spin tensor, Ω . 

(2)*Ω+= ** DL  

(3)ppp Ω+= DL  

The plastic part of the rate of deformation tensor, pD , and the plastic spin, pΩ , can be expressed in 

terms of the slip rates, αγ& , along the crystallographic slip directions sα and on crystallographic slip 

planes with normals mα: 
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where αα ms ≈  and αα sm ≈  are the dyadic products of the slip vectors. 

 

For the simulations on aluminum which has a face centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure, plastic 

deformation at low temperatures is typically assumed to occur on the twelve slip systems with 

110  slip directions and {111} slip planes, i.e. the slip vectors T
2

1 )110(=αs  and 

T
3

1 )111(=αm  are orthonormal. 

 

The elastic stretch and the elastic rotation of the crystal lattice lead to a change of sα and mα. This 

effect is captured by the elastic part of the velocity gradient. The slip vectors evolve during 

deformation according to 

(6)
αα sLs * ⋅=&  

(7)*Lmm ⋅−= αα&  
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The slip vectors remain orthogonal so that the plastic portion of the deformation is non−dilatant. 

 

By assuming a stress potential in which the stress is related to the elastic distortion of the crystal 

lattice, the rate of the Kirchhoff stress tensor, τ& , is given by 

(8)*****: Ω⋅τ−τ⋅Ω+⋅τ+τ⋅+=τ DDDC&  

where C is a fourth order tensor of the elastic moduli and τ is the Kirchhoff stress tensor. Using the 

additive decomposition of the rate of deformation tensor and the spin into its elastic and plastic 

portions, and combining the second and third terms of equation (8) with the modulus to define a 

new fourth order tensor, K, the Jaumann rate tensor of Kirchhoff stress rate can be written 

(9)ppp* :: Ω⋅τ+τ⋅Ω−−=τ
∇

DD KK  

The last three terms of equation (9) involve plastic deformation. They can be expressed in terms of 

slip rates as 
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where Pα and Wα are defined in equations (4) and (5). Using equation (10), the Jaumann stress rate 

is given by 

(11)
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The fourth order modulus tensor, K, is given in terms of the crystal moduli and the current stress 

state. The tensors Rα are functions of the stress state and of the known crystal geometry. 

 

What remains is to specify the slip rates, αγ& . In the rate−dependent constitutive formulation 

adopted here, the slip rate on a slip system α is assumed to be related to the resolved shear stress on 

this system, α
ατ P:τ= , through a power law relation: 
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where the scalar scaling parameter ατ̂ , which has the unit of stress, is a phenomenological measure 

for the slip system strength or resistance to shear, m = 0.002 is the strain rate sensitivity exponent, 

and 103.0 −= sα
0γ&  is a reference shear rate. The value of the strain rate sensitivity exponent is low 

and the material response is practically rate−independent.  

 

With the slip rates given as an explicit function of the known resolved shear stresses, the rate−

dependent method avoids the ambiguity in the selection of active slip systems which is encountered 

in many rate−independent formulations where it must be solved using an additional selection 

criterion. However, integration of the stress rate, equation (11), with the slip rate defined by 

equation (12) produces a system of equations which is numerically “stiff“. The rate tangent 

modulus method of Peirce et al. (1983) is used to increase the stable time step size. 

 

For the present simulations, the strengths of all of the slip systems at a material point are taken to be 

equal, i.e. we adopt the Taylor hardening assumption. The hardening as a function of accumulated 

slip 

(13)'d
0

t
t N

∫ ∑
=

=
1α

αγγ &
 

is assumed to follow the macroscopic strain hardening behavior obtained from a biaxial test by 

fitting the experimental data to a Voce equation 

(14)( ) MPa   1203.5exp  0.258MPa  21.445 ε−−=σ  

where a satisfactory fit was obtained beyond ε = 0.08. The fit was adjusted by the average Taylor 

factor using an approximate value of 3 to give the slip system resistance to shear, equation 12, as a 

function of the accumulated shear. 

(15)( ) MPa  0768.1exp13.86MPa  4.148ˆ γτα −−=  

When applied in a polycrystal simulation of a tensile test, this treatment of the slip system 

hardening will approximately reproduce the hardening behavior which was originally measured. 

The cubic elastic constants used in the simulation are typical for aluminum: C11 = 108 GPa, 

C12 = 62 GPa and C44 = 28.3 GPa (Smethells 1983). 
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2.2 Original specimen and finite element discretization 
The original specimen represented here by the finite element simulation was a columnar grain 

polycrystal of high purity aluminum created by directional solidification (Becker, 1998). The 

material was subsequently annealed to eliminate small grains and irregularities from the grain 

boundaries. The resulting grain size was on the order of millimeters. A rectangular specimen 30×25

×10 mm3 was excised for plane strain compression in a channel die. The axis of the columnar grains 

is aligned with the 10 mm direction of the sample. This is also the constraint direction for the 

channel die experiments. The compression axis is along the 25 mm direction and extension is along 

the 30 mm direction. The specimen was etched to reveal the grain structure. The crystal orientations 

of the 39 grains were determined using the electron backscatter technique in the scanning electron 

microscope. Both the grain structure and the crystallographic orientations were provided as input to 

the finite element analyses. 

 

Because a fine spatial discretization is desired for coupling the deformation results with the 

recrystallization model a two dimensional finite element model was constructed. The finite element 

mesh was created using the package MAZE (1993). This mesh generator uses a paving algorithm in 

two dimensions to construct a mesh within each individual grain contour. The nodal locations are 

the same for elements on both sides of a grain boundary. The deformation was modeled as being 

continuous across grain boundaries. Grain boundary sliding and separation are not permitted. The 

mesh used 36977 quadrilateral elements in the model plane.  
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3 The cellular automaton method 
3.1 Fundamentals 
The recrystallization model is designed as a cellular automaton with a probabilistic switching rule 

(Raabe 1998,1999). Independent variables are time t and space x=(x1,x2,x3). Space is discretized 

into an array of equally shaped quadratic cells. Each cell is characterized in terms of the dependent 

variables. These are scalar (mechanical, electromagnetic) and configurational (interfacial) 

contributions to the driving force and the crystal orientation g=g(j1, f, j2), where g is the rotation 

matrix and j1, f, j2 the Euler angles. The driving force is the negative change in Gibbs enthalpy Gt 

per transformed cell. The starting data, i.e. the crystal orientation map and the spatial distribution of 

the driving force, must be provided by experiment, i.e. orientation imaging microscopy via electron 

back scatter diffraction or by simulation, e.g. a crystal plasticity finite element simulation as in this 

study. Grains or subgrains are mapped as regions of identical crystal orientation, but the driving 

force may vary inside these areas.  

 

The kinetics of the automaton result from changes in the state of the cells which are hereafter 

referred to as cell switches. They occur in accord with a switching rule which determines the 

individual switching probability of each cell as a function of its previous state and the state of its 

neighbor cells. The switching rule used in the simulations discussed below is designed for the 

simulation of primary static recrystallization. It reflects that the state of a non−recrystallized cell 

belonging to a deformed grain may change due to the expansion of a recrystallizing neighbor grain 

which grows according to the local driving force. If such an expanding grain sweeps a non−

recrystallized cell the stored dislocation energy of that cell drops to zero and a new orientation is 

assigned to it, namely that of the growing neighbor grain.  

 

To put this formally, the switching rule is cast in the form of a probabilistic analogue of the 

linearized symmetric rate equation of Turnbull (1951), which describes grain boundary motion in 

terms of isotropic single–atom diffusion processes perpendicular through a homogeneous planar 

grain boundary segment under the influence of a decrease in Gibbs energy, 

(16)
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where x&  is the grain boundary velocity, Dn  the Debye frequency, gbλ  the jump width through the 
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boundary, c the intrinsic concentration of grain boundary vacancies or shuffle sources, n the normal 

of the grain boundary segment, ∆G the Gibbs enthalpy of motion through in the interface, ∆Gt the 

Gibbs enthalpy associated with the transformation, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the absolute 

temperature. Replacing the jump width by the burgers vector and the Gibbs enthalpy terms by the 

entropy of formation, ∆Sf, the enthalpy of formation, ∆Hf, the entropy of motion, ∆Sm, and the 

enthalpy of motion, ∆Hm leads to a linearized form of equation (16) 
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where p is the driving force and V the atomic volume which is of the order of b3, where b is the 

magnitude of the Burgers vector. Summarizing these terms reproduces Turnbull’s expression  

(18)
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where m is the mobility. Equations (16)−(18) provide a well known kinetic picture of grain 

boundary segment motion, where the atomistic processes2 are statistically described in terms of the 

pre−exponential factor of the mobility m0 = m0(∆g, n) and the activation energy of grain boundary 

mobility Qgb = Qgb(∆g, n). Both quantities may depend strongly on the misorientation ∆g across the 

boundary, the grain boundary normal n, and the impurity content (Gottstein et al. 1997, 1998; 

Molodov et al. 1998). 

For dealing with competing switches affecting the same cell the deterministic rate equation, 

equation (18), can be replaced by a probabilistic analogue which allows one to calculate switching 

probabilities. First, equation (18) is separated into a deterministic part, 0x& , which depends weakly 

on temperature, and a probabilistic part, w, which depends strongly on temperature: 

(19)
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The probability factor w represents the product of the linearized part ( )TkpV B and the non–

linearized part ( )( )TkQ Bgbexp −  of the original Boltzmann terms. According to equation (19) non–

vanishing switching probabilities occur for cells which reveal neighbors with different orientation 

and a driving force which points in their direction. The automaton considers the first, second (2D), 

and third (3D) neighbor shell for the calculation of the total driving force acting on a cell. The local 

value of the switching probability depends on the crystallographic character of the boundary 

segment between such unlike cells.  

 

 

 

 

3.2 The scaled and normalized switching probability 
The cellular automaton is usually applied to starting data which have a spatial resolution far above 

the atomic scale. This means that the automaton grid may have some mesh size  λm à b. If a 

moving boundary segment sweeps a cell, the grain thus grows (or shrinks) by 3
mλ  rather than b3. 

Since the net velocity of a boundary segment must be independent of the imposed value of λm, an 

increase of the jump width must lead to a corresponding decrease of the grid attack frequency, i.e. 

to an increase of the characteristic time step, and vice versa. For obtaining a scale–independent 

grain boundary velocity, the grid frequency must be chosen in a way to ensure that the attempted 

switch of a cell of length λm occurs with a frequency much below the atomic attack frequency 

which attempts to switch a cell of length b. Mapping equation (19) on a grid which is prescribed by 

an external scaling length λm leads to the equation 

(20)( )
m
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where n  is the eigenfrequency of the chosen mesh characterized by the scaling length λm.  

 

The eigenfrequency given by equation (20) represents the attack frequency for one particular grain 

boundary with constant mobility. In order to use a whole spectrum of mobilities and driving forces 

                                                                                                                                                                  
2 It must be emphasized in this context that thermal fluctuations, i.e. random forward and backward jumps of the atoms 
through the grain boundary are already included in equation (16). It is not required to consider any additional form of 
thermal fluctuation. 
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in one simulation it is necessary to normalize equation (20) by a common grid attack frequency 0n  

rendering it into 

(21)
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where the normalized switching probability amounts to 

(22)
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The value of the normalization or grid attack frequency 0n  can be identified by using the physically 

plausible assumption that the maximum occurring switching probability cannot be larger than one 

(23)
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where max
0m  is the maximum occurring pre–exponential factor of the mobility, pmax the maximum 

possible driving force, min
0n  the minimum allowed grid attack frequency, and min

gbQ  the minimum 

occurring activation energy. With 1ˆ max =w  in equation (23) one obtains the normalization 

frequency as a function of the upper bound input data. 
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This frequency and the local values of the mobility and the driving force change equation (22) in 

(25)
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This expression is the central switching equation of the algorithm. It reveals that the local switching 

probability can be quantified by the ratio of the local and the maximum mobility maxlocal mm , 

which is a function of the grain boundary character and by the ratio of the local and the maximum 

driving pressure maxlocal pp . The probability of the fastest occurring boundary segment 

(characterized by max
0

local
0 mm = , maxlocal pp = , min

gb
local
gb QQ = ) to realize a cell switch is equal to 1. 

Equation (25) shows that the mesh size does not influence the switching probability but only the 

time step elapsing during an attempted switch. The characteristic time constant of the simulation ∆t 

is min
01 n , Equation (24). 

 

3.3 The switching decision 
Equation (25) allows one to calculate the switching probability of a cell as a function of its previous 

state and the state of the neighbor cells. The actual decision about a switching event for each cell is 

made by a Monte Carlo step. The use of random sampling ensures that all cells are switched 

according to their proper statistical weight, i.e. according to the local driving force and mobility 

between cells. The simulation proceeds by calculating the individual local switching probabilities 
localŵ  according to equation (25) and evaluating them using a non−Metropolis Monte Carlo 

algorithm. This means that for each cell the calculated switching probability is compared to a 

randomly generated number r which lies between 0 and 1. The switch is accepted if the random 

number is equal or smaller than the calculated switching probability. Otherwise the switch is 

rejected. 

(26) 
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Except for the probabilistic evaluation of the analytically calculated transformation probabilities, 

the approach is entirely deterministic. Thermal fluctuations other than included through equation 

(16) are not permitted. The use of realistic or even experimental input data for the grain boundaries 

(e.g. Gottstein et al. 1997, 1998; Molodov et al. 1998) enables one to make predictions on a real 

time and space scale. The switching rule is scalable to any mesh size and to any spectrum of 

boundary mobility and driving force data. The state update of all cells is made in synchrony. 
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4 Coupling the crystal plasticity FEM with the cellular 

automaton 
4.1 Basic considerations about coupling 
The coupling between the crystal plasticity finite element model and the probabilistic cellular 

automaton was realized in four steps. First, the state variables of the finite element plasticity model 

(crystal orientation and accumulated shear) were extracted and translated into state variables of the 

cellular automaton model (crystal orientation and dislocation density). Second, the integration point 

locations from the distorted finite element mesh were mapped on the quadratic mesh of the 

automaton. Third, the resulting cell size, the maximum occurring driving force, and the maximum 

occurring grain boundary mobility were extracted from the mapped data for the determination of the 

length scale λm, the time step min
01 n=∆t  which elapses during the synchronous state update, 

equation (24), and the local switching probabilities localŵ , equation (25). Fourth, an appropriate 

nucleation criterion was defined in order to determine under which kinetic and thermodynamic 

conditions recrystallization started and which crystal orientations the switched nucleation cells 

assumed. 

 

 

4.2 Selection of state variables 
The first step in coupling the two methods consists in extracting or respectively translating 

appropriate state variables of the crystal plasticity finite element model into state variables of the 

cellular automaton model. The state variables required in the recrystallization model are the crystal 

orientation and some measure for the stored elastic energy, e.g. the stored dislocation density3. The 

state variables are given at the spatial coordinates of the integration points of the finite element 

mesh. The crystal orientations at these coordinates, i.e. the microtexture was discretized by 

replacing each orientation by the closest texture component from a set of discrete crystal 

orientations. The set contained 936 texture components which were equally distributed in 

orientation space. The use of a discrete instead of a continuous orientation space reduces the 

calculation speed. However, the required computer memory is reduced as well. The model can also 

                                                 
3 Recrystallization models working on a more microscopic scale would also aim at the incorporation of the dislocation 
cell structure (e.g. Humphreys 1992, 1997). Progress in recrystallization and recovery could then be described by 
discontinuous (recrystallization) and continuous (recovery) subgrain coarsening. The here presented approach works on 
a somewhat larger scale where dislocation cell coarsening is not explicitely considered. 
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be used without the discretization of orientation space. The second state variable, i.e. the stored 

dislocation density was linearly related to the value of the accumulated slip known for each nodal 

point in the finite element model. 

 

 

4.3 Mapping procedure 
The mesh of the finite element model was aligned with each individual grain contour. Since the 

grains revealed different kinematics and different strain hardening behavior during deformation the 

mesh became gradually even more distorted with increasing strain.  

 

Spatial compatibility between both types of models can, in principle, be attained by either directly 

interpolating the finite element data on a quadratic cellular automaton mesh or by choosing an 

appropriate mapping procedure. The method we used is a Wigner−Seitz type of mapping algorithm 

(Raabe 1999). It consisted of two steps. In the first step, a fine quadratic automaton grid was 

superimposed on the distorted finite element mesh. The spacing of the points in the new grid was 

smaller than the spacing of the closest neighbor points in the finite element mesh. The absolute 

value of the cell size of the superimposed quadratic cellular automaton mesh was thus determined 

by the size of the simulated specimen (see chapter 2.2). It amounted to λm = 61.9  mm. While the 

original finite element mesh consisted of 36977 quadrilateral elements, the cellular automaton mesh 

consisted of 217600 cells. In the second step, values of the state variables at each of the integration 

points were assigned to the new grid points which fell within the Wigner−Seitz cell corresponding 

to that integration point. The Wigner−Seitz cells of the finite element mesh were constructed from 

cell walls which were the perpendicular bisecting planes of all lines connecting neighboring 

integration points, i.e. the integration points were in the centers of the Wigner−Seitz cells. 

 

4.4 Scaling procedure 
The maximum driving force in the region arising from the stored dislocation density amounted to 

928745 Pa. The temperature dependence of the shear modulus and of the Burgers vector was 

considered in the calculation of the driving force. The grain boundary mobility in the region was 

characterized by an activation energy of the grain boundary mobility of 1.46 eV and a pre−

exponential factor of the grain boundary mobility of m0 = 8.32708×10-3 m3/(N s). Together with the 

scaling length λm = 61.9  mm we used these data for the calculation of the time step min
01 n=∆t , 

equation (24), and of the local switching probabilities localŵ , equation (25). 
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4.5 Nucleation criterion for recrystallization 
The nucleation process during primary static recrystallization has been explained for pure aluminum 

in terms of discontinuous subgrain growth (Humphreys 1992, 1997). According to this model 

nucleation takes place in areas which reveal high misorientations among neighboring subgrains and 

a high driving force for curvature−driven subgrain coarsening. The present simulation approach 

works above the subgrain scale, i.e. it does not explicitly describe cell walls and subgrain 

coarsening phenomena. Instead, we incorporated nucleation on a more phenomenological basis 

using the kinetic and thermodynamic instability criteria known from classical recrystallization 

theory (Himmel 1963, Haessner 1978, Gottstein 1984, Humphreys and Hatherly 1995). The kinetic 

instability criterion means that a successful nucleation process leads to the formation of a mobile 

large angle grain boundary. The thermodynamic instability criterion means that the stored energy 

changes across the newly formed large angle grain boundary providing a net driving force. 

Nucleation in this simulation is performed in accord with these two aspects, i.e. potential nucleation 

sites must fulfill both, the kinetic and the thermodynamic instability criterion.  

 

At the beginning of the simulation the kinetic conditions for nucleation were checked by calculating 

the misorientations among all neighboring cells. If a pair of cells revealed a misorientation above 

15°, the thermodynamic criterion, i.e. the local value of the dislocation density was checked as well. 

If the dislocation density was larger than 10% of its maximum value in the region, the two cells 

were recrystallized, i.e. a new orientation midway between the two original orientations was created 

and a dislocation density of zero was assigned to them. The generation of the new orientation was 

based on the idealized picture of subgrain coalescence (Hu 1963). If the two recrystallized cells had 

a misorientation above 15° with respect to the non−recrystallized neighbor cells they could grow 

into the surrounding matrix. 
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5 Simulation of recrystallization 
 

Figure 1 shows the starting conditions prior to the simulated annealing treatment, i.e. the 

distribution of the accumulated crystallographic shear in the sample after a total logarithmic strain 

of ε = −0.434. Figure 1 reveals three major areas with large values of the accumulated shear (bright 

areas). These areas can be referred to as deformation bands. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 1:  
Distribution of the accumulated crystallographic shear strain in the finite element sample at a 
logarithmic deformation of ε = −0.434. 
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Figure 2: (a)   2.81 % recrystallized; 
2D simulations of primary static recrystallization in a deformed aluminum polycrystal on the basis 
of crystal plasticity finite element data. The figure shows the change both in dislocation density 
(upper figures), which was derived from the value of the accumulated crystallographic shear, and in 
microtexture (lower figures) as a function of the annealing time during isothermal recrystallization. 
The black areas in the upper figures indicate a stored dislocation density of zero, i.e. they are 
recrystallized. The white and black lines indicate misorientations above 3.5° irrespective of the 
rotation axis. The orientation image given in the lower figures represents different crystal 
orientations by different gray levels.  
The simulation parameters are: annealing temperature: 800 K; site−saturated nucleation conditions; 
kinetic instability criterion: misorientation above 15°; thermodynamic instability criterion: 
dislocation density larger than 10% of the maximum occurring value; maximum occurring driving 
force: 928745 Pa; activation energy of the grain boundary mobility: 1.46 eV; pre−exponential factor 
of the grain boundary mobility: m0 = 8.32708×10-3 m3/(N s); mesh size of the cellular automaton 
grid (scaling length): λm = 61.9  mm. 
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Figure 2: (b)   12.70 % recrystallized; 
2D simulations of primary static recrystallization in a deformed aluminum polycrystal on the basis 
of crystal plasticity finite element data. The figure shows the change both in dislocation density 
(upper figures), which was derived from the value of the accumulated crystallographic shear, and in 
microtexture (lower figures) as a function of the annealing time during isothermal recrystallization. 
The black areas in the upper figures indicate a stored dislocation density of zero, i.e. they are 
recrystallized. The white and black lines indicate misorientations above 3.5° irrespective of the 
rotation axis. The orientation image given in the lower figures represents different crystal 
orientations by different gray levels.  
The simulation parameters are: annealing temperature: 800 K; site−saturated nucleation conditions; 
kinetic instability criterion: misorientation above 15°; thermodynamic instability criterion: 
dislocation density larger than 10% of the maximum occurring value; maximum occurring driving 
force: 928745 Pa; activation energy of the grain boundary mobility: 1.46 eV; pre−exponential factor 
of the grain boundary mobility: m0 = 8.32708×10-3 m3/(N s); mesh size of the cellular automaton 
grid (scaling length): λm = 61.9  mm. 
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Figure 2: (b)   32.65 % recrystallized; 
2D simulations of primary static recrystallization in a deformed aluminum polycrystal on the basis 
of crystal plasticity finite element data. The figure shows the change both in dislocation density 
(upper figures), which was derived from the value of the accumulated crystallographic shear, and in 
microtexture (lower figures) as a function of the annealing time during isothermal recrystallization. 
The black areas in the upper figures indicate a stored dislocation density of zero, i.e. they are 
recrystallized. The white and black lines indicate misorientations above 3.5° irrespective of the 
rotation axis. The orientation image given in the lower figures represents different crystal 
orientations by different gray levels.  
The simulation parameters are: annealing temperature: 800 K; site−saturated nucleation conditions; 
kinetic instability criterion: misorientation above 15°; thermodynamic instability criterion: 
dislocation density larger than 10% of the maximum occurring value; maximum occurring driving 
force: 928745 Pa; activation energy of the grain boundary mobility: 1.46 eV; pre−exponential factor 
of the grain boundary mobility: m0 = 8.32708×10-3 m3/(N s); mesh size of the cellular automaton 
grid (scaling length): λm = 61.9  mm. 
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Figure 2: (b)   72.59 % recrystallized;  
2D simulations of primary static recrystallization in a deformed aluminum polycrystal on the basis 
of crystal plasticity finite element data. The figure shows the change both in dislocation density 
(upper figures), which was derived from the value of the accumulated crystallographic shear, and in 
microtexture (lower figures) as a function of the annealing time during isothermal recrystallization. 
The black areas in the upper figures indicate a stored dislocation density of zero, i.e. they are 
recrystallized. The white and black lines indicate misorientations above 3.5° irrespective of the 
rotation axis. The orientation image given in the lower figures represents different crystal 
orientations by different gray levels.  
The simulation parameters are: annealing temperature: 800 K; site−saturated nucleation conditions; 
kinetic instability criterion: misorientation above 15°; thermodynamic instability criterion: 
dislocation density larger than 10% of the maximum occurring value; maximum occurring driving 
force: 928745 Pa; activation energy of the grain boundary mobility: 1.46 eV; pre−exponential factor 
of the grain boundary mobility: m0 = 8.32708×10-3 m3/(N s); mesh size of the cellular automaton 
grid (scaling length): λm = 61.9  mm. 
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Figure 2 shows the change both in dislocation density, which was assumed to be proportional to the 

accumulated crystallographic shear, and in microtexture as a function of the annealing time during 

recrystallization. The annealing temperature was 800 K. The simulation assumed site−saturated 

nucleation conditions using the criteria described in the preceding chapter, i.e. all nuclei were 

formed at t = 0 s in all cell pairs with misorientations above 15° and a dislocation density larger 

than 10% of the maximum value in the region. The upper graphs in figure 2 show the stored 

dislocation densities. The black areas are recrystallized, i.e. the stored dislocation content of the 

affected cells was dropped to zero. The white and black lines indicate misorientations above 3.5° 

irrespective of the rotation axis. Comparing figure 1 with figure 2 shows that areas with a large 

accumulated shear also reveal large local lattice curvatures. The lower graphs in figure 2 show the 

orientation images where each gray level represents a specific crystal orientation from the discrete 

set of 936 texture components. 

 

The incipient stages of recrystallization reveal that nucleation is concentrated in areas with large 

accumulated local shear strains and lattice curvatures. This means that the spatial distribution of the 

nuclei is very inhomogeneous. The deformation bands with high localized stored energy and lattice 

curvature produce clusters of similarly oriented nuclei. Less deformed areas between the bands 

show a negligible density of nuclei. The following stages of recrystallization reveal that the nuclei 

do not grow freely into the surrounding deformed material as described by Avrami−Johnson−Mehl 

theory but impinge upon each other and thus compete already at an early stage of the 

transformation. This deviation from Avrami−Johnson−Mehl−type growth is reflected by the 

observed kinetic behavior which differs from the classical sigmoidal kinetics observed under 

homogeneous nucleation conditions. The kinetics simulated on the basis of the finite element data 

in conjunction with the chosen nucleation model reveal Avrami exponents around 2 which is much 

below the theoretical value for site saturated nucleation conditions of 3. A more systematic analysis 

of such nucleation behavior which is characterized by an early growth competition might help to 

identify approaches for the optimization and even tailoring of recrystallization kinetics, texture, and 

grain size. 

 

Another interesting result of the simulation is the partial recovery of deformed material. Other 

examples show selected areas where moving large angle grain boundaries did not sweep the 

deformed material. An analysis of the state variables at these coordinates and the grain boundaries 

involved substantiates that not insufficient driving forces but insufficient misorientations between 

the deformed and the recrystallized areas − entailing a drop in grain boundary mobility − were 
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responsible for this effect. Previous authors referred to this mechanisms as orientation pinning 

(Juul−Jensen 1997). 

 

The orientation distribution functions were calculated by replacing each single orientation by a 

Gauss type scattering functions using a scatter width of 3°. The textures are given in Euler space 

where each coordinate j1, f, j2 represents a certain crystal orientation. In order to emphasize the 

main texture components in Euler space only areas with an orientation density above f(g)=3 are 

plotted. The initial texture is characterized by a number of isolated components, some partial texture 

fibers, and some smeared−out components. During the annealing treatment most of the scattered 

components vanish and the texture becomes more pronounced and homogeneus. Although the main 

components are slightly shifted during recrystallization, a fundamental texture change does not take 

place. At the beginning of recrystallization the texture has a maximum orientation density of 

f(g)max = 8.6 (2.81 % recrystallized) and f(g)max = 8.7 (12.70 % recrystallized). At the later stages 

the texture becomes somewhat sharper and reveals a maximum of f(g)max = 8.8 after 32.65 % 

recrystallization, f(g)max = 9.7 after 47.74 % recrystallization, and f(g)max = 11.3 after 72.59 % 

recrystallization. The absence of a strong texture shift is attributed to the fact that the texture of the 

nuclei was similar to the texture of the deformation matrix (see chapter 4.5) and to the fact that all 

large angle grain boundaries were assumed to have the same mobility. 
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6 Conclusions 
 

We presented an approach for simulating recrystallization by coupling a viscoplastic crystal 

plasticity finite element model with a probabilistic cellular automaton. The coupling between both 

models consisted of: extracting and translating the microtexture and stored energy data predicted by 

the finite element simulation into the cellular automaton model; mapping these data on the quadratic 

cellular automaton mesh; scaling the cellular automaton in terms of the derived cell size, maximum 

driving force and maximum grain boundary mobility occurring in the region; and establishing an 

adequate nucleation criterion which makes use of these data. The coupling method was used to 

simulate the formation of texture and microstructure in a deformed high purity aluminum 

polycrystal during static primary recrystallization. It was observed that nucleation was concentrated 

in areas with a large accumulated shear and large lattice curvature. The spatial distribution of the 

nuclei was very inhomogeneous. Deformation bands with high stored energy and large curvature 

showed a high density of nuclei whilst less deformed areas did not produce nuclei. The clustering of 

nuclei led to a deviation from Avrami−Johnson−Mehl−type kinetics with an Avrami exponent 

around 2. The observed partial recovery of deformed material was explained in terms of insufficient 

misorientations between the deformed and the recrystallized areas which entailed a drop in grain 

boundary mobility. The initial texture after deformation was only slightly changed during the 

recrystallization treatment. This was explained in terms of the nucleation spectrum and the 

mobilities of the grain boundaries. 
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